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Most terrestrial plant species have in their
roots a symbiotic association with soil fungí called
mycorrhiza. There are several categories of
mycorrhizae, of which the largest group, vesicular-
arbuscular mycorrhizae (VAM), form with most
agricultural crops. VAM fungi exist in soil as thick-
wal-led chlamydospores, or as vegetativa propagules in
roots, that germinate in the rhizosphere/rhizopiane.
Their hyphae penétrate the root cortex, ramifying
intercellularly from the point of penetration. The
fungus forms special haustoria-1ike structures
(arbuscules or coiled hyphae) within cortical cells,
separated from the host cytoplasm by the host plasma
membrane and the fungal cell wall. Arbuscules provide
increased surface área for metabolic exchanges between
the host and fungal partners. VAM fungi also develop
extraradical hyphae that grow into the surrounding
soil, increasing the potential of the root system for
nutrient and water absorption, and contributing
greatly to the improvement of soil structure for
better aeration and water percolation. New survival
spores are usually borne on the extraradical hyphae,
although spores of some fungal species are produced
primarily intraradically.

Generally, VAM cause few changes in root
morphology, but the physiology of the host plant
changes significantly. For example, tissue
concentrations of growth regulating compounds and
other chemical constituents change, photosynthetic
rates increase, and the partitioning of photosynthate
to shoots and roots changes (16). The improved
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potential for mineral uptake from the soil accounts
for changes in the nutritional status of the host
tissues, in turn changing structural and biochemical
aspects of root cells. This can alter membrane
permeability and thus the quality and quantity of root
exudation. Altered exudation induces changes in the
composition of microorganisms in the rhizosphere soil,
now appropriately called the "mycorrhizosphere"
(51,67,82). The net effect of these changes is a
healthier plant, better able to withstand
environmental stresses (52) and tolérate or reduce the
effects of plant diseases.

The purposes of this review are (a) to discuss
the role of VAM in the expression of plant disease and
the mechanisms involved therein, and (b) to discuss
factors that influence the role of VAM in biological
control of plant diseases.

VAM EFFECTS ON FUNGAL ROOT PATHOGENS

Since VAM fungi are major components of the
rhizosphere, it is logical that they could affect the
incidence and severity of root diseases. Whether they
do or not has been the subject of numerous reviews
over the last 15 years (18,32,46,71,72,73), but there
is still controversy. Much of the 1Herature suggests
that VAM fungi reduce soilborne disease or the effects
of disease caused by fungal pathogens. Dehne (32)
reported that disease damage was reduced in 17 out of
the 32 reports cited. However, the reports are still
mixed, with some indicating no effect of the VAM
fungus on disease (6,7,28,84,85), and others
indicating increased disease severity (29,30,31).
Drawing conclusions is difficult, partly because so
many different pathogens and diseases have been
involved, and partly because of the experimental
conditions of each study. Clearly, one should expect
varied results, even if the VAM fungi used had been
the same (71).

VAM EFFECTS ON PATHOGENIC ROOT NEMATODES

Root infections by pathogenic nematodes are
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generally less severe on VAM plants than on nonVAM
plants, but the responses may vary, and the mechanisms
involved are controversia! (42,44). Symptoms of
nematode infection are generally reduced, and often,
but not always, nematode populations are reduced (as
indicated by number of galls, juveniles or eggs per
unit root length)(41). Atilano et al. (3), however,
showed an increase in nematode populations on VAM
plants. These differences may be due largely to
differences between nematode pathogens, but could al so
be due to differences in VAM fungi and their levéis of
colonization. Furthermore, as with VAM interactions
with fungal pathogens, timing of VAM formation is
important.

A number of mechanisms of interaction between VAM
and nematode pathogens have been considered, and the
evidence supporting each is reasonable. All the
proposed mechanisms depend on VAM-mediated changes in
host physiology. Changes in root exudation by VAM
plants may change the attractiveness of roots to
nematode pathogens. VAM may improve host plant vigor,
and thus reduce yield losses caused by nematode
infection, especially in low P soils and if VAM are
established early in the growth cycle, before nematode
infection. This mechanism of enhanced P nutrition in
the reduced nematode response has been challenged,
however, by work that showed no effect from adding P
(55). Cooper and Grandison (24,25) eliminated P as a
variable by using P-tolerant VAM fungi on plants grown
under high P conditions. Still, VAM reduced nematode
effects, leading these workers to conclude that
increased resistance to nematodes was not entirely due
to improved host nutrition, but must involve some
other physiological changes in the roots. Studies by
Strobel et al. (78) and Oliveira and Zambolim (61)
using split root techniques indicated that reduced
nematode infection on VAM plants only occurred if the
two were together on the same roots. These results
suggested that competition for food or space was
involved, a mechanism supported by results of Salen
and Sikora (69), Suresh et al. (79), Sitaramaiah and
Sikora (75), and MacGuidwin et al. (55). These
studies indicated that nematode size was reduced and
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rate of development of infection was slower 1n VAM
roots than nonVAM roots. Physiological changes in VAM
roots could also change resistance to nematodes by
increased production of ínhibitory substances (79), or
by changes in root exudation which could alter
mycorrhizosphere populations and affect nematode
populations and survival.

While the mechanisms are still controversial, the
evidence strongly indicates that VAM suppress nematode
infections of roots or reduce nematode effects on
plant growth and yield. Undoubtedly, the effects and
the mechanisms involved depend on the conditions of
the test, the host plant, edaphic conditions, and the
species of VAM fungus involved. Nonetheless, it seems
safe to say that VAM do play a role in the biological
control of root nematode diseases.

VAM EFFECTS ON BACTERIAL DISEASES

The effects of VAM on bacterial diseases have not
been explored to any great extent. However, Garcia-
Garrido and Ocampo (36) showed that VAM tomato
(Lycopersicon Miller) plants exhibited greater growth
than nonVAM plants inoculated with Pseudomonas
synngae pv. syringae van Hall when the pathogen was
added to the foí i age three weeks after the VAM fungus.
Populations of the pathogen were lower in VAM than
nonVAM plants.

VAM EFFECTS ON VIRUS AND FOLIAGE DISEASES

While soilborne diseases caused by funga!,
nematode, and bacterial pathogens most often are
reduced by VAM, those caused by viral and other
foliage pathogens are generally increased in VAM
plants (32,46,73). Reports indicate that disease
incidence, but not necessarily severity of effect on
the plant, is increased in VAM compared to nonVAM
plants. Viruses apparently multiply faster in VAM
than nonVAM plants. One might suspect that VAM fungi
could acquire and vector viruses from root to root
between plants, but that apparently does not happen
(45). VAM effects on viruses occur throughout the
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plant due to changes in the host physiology. As Dehne
(32) pointed out, foliage diseases caused by both
iDÜgate and non-obligate leaf pathogens can be
increased on VAM compared to nonVAM plants, likely due
to enhanced development of the pathogens rather than
to increased incidence or frequency of infections.
That effect was correlated with improved nutrition and
- :her physiological activities in VAM than nonVAM
plants (32,73).

HECHANISHS OF VAM EFFECTS ON PLANT DISEASE

Since VAM have such a significant effect on host
plant physiology and on biological interactions in the
rtnzosphere soil, it follows that they could affect
the incidence and severity of plant diseases. The
role played by VAM in the biological control of plant
diseases has been the subject of several reviews
(8,18,32,41,46,70,71,72,73), but mixed responses and
interpretations have precluded any clear conclusión
that VAM always suppress plant diseases. Such
inconsistencies should be expected, however,
considering the diverse experimental approaches and
use of different VAM fungi on different hosts in
different soils (71). Part of the controversy also
revolves around the mechanisms of interaction between
VAM and plant pathogens. In reviews of biological
control of plant diseases, mycorrhizae are thought to
contribute to biological control of plant diseases
primarily by means of stress reduction
(10,12,23,62,72). The literature of recent years,
however, indicates that biological control of plant
diseases may be strongly influenced by VAM by one or
more mechanisms, including: (a) enhanced nutrition,
(b) competition for host photosynthate and infection
sites, (c) morphological changes in roots and root
tissues, (d) changes in chetnical constituents of plant
tissues, (e) reduction of abiotic stresses, and (f)
microbial changes in the mycorrhizosphere.

Enhanced Nutrition
The most obvious VAM contribution to reduced root

disease is to increase nutrient uptake, particularly P
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and other minerals, resulting in more vigorous plants
better able to resist or tolérate root disease. The
evidence to support the enhanced nutrition idea comes
from experiments where effects comparable to VAM
effects were observed when more fértil izer P was
added. Davis (28) showed this type of response in his
studies on Thielaviopsis root rot of citrus where VAM
plants were larger than nonVAM plants unless the
latter were fertilized with additional P. Graham and
Menge (38) suggested a similar effect, where VAM or
added P reduced wheat take-all disease (Gaeumannomyces
graminis var. tritici (Sacc.) Arx & 01 iv.), and
speculated that enhanced P status of the plants caused
a decrease in root exudates used by the pathogen for
spore germination and infection. They did not,
however, demónstrate increased pathogen spore
germination with those treatments. In some cases,
reports indicate that VAM or added P increased disease
incidence, as in the case of
(Verticilliuai dahliae Kleb.)
n'rsutum L.) (31).

In an attempt to clarify
role of enhanced P nutrition
root disease expression, Graham and Egel (37) found no
differences between Phytophthora root rot levéis on
VAM and nonVAM citrus seedlings fertilized to be of
equal size and P content. Carón et al. (20,21,22)
compared responses between VAM and nonVAM tomato
plants with a relatively low P threshold requirement
to root and crown rot disease caused by Fusarium
oxysporum f. sp. radicis-lycopersici Jarvis &
Shoemaker. Added P did not reduce disease response
and pathogen populations in rhizosphere soil of nonVAM
plants, but did with VAM plants, even though plant
growth and tissue P were not different in the two
treatments. This work suggests the involvement of
some mechanism of disease suppression other than
enhanced P uptake. Whether or not enhanced P uptake
by VAM is involved either directly or indirectly in
disease expression remains controversial. The
possibility that improved uptake of other mineral
elements from soil could be involved has not been
explored.
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Competítion for Nutrients and Infection Site
Even though VAM fungi depend on the host plant

for carbohydrates from photosynthesis, it is not clear
ntiether they compete with root pathogens for
lutrients. Dehne (32) indicated that fungal root
:athogens could occupy root cortical cells adjacent to
those colonized by VAM fungi, indicating a lack of
zDTipetition. It has been suggested that nematode
pathogens, on the other hand, require host nutrients
for reproduction and development, and direct
:-Tipetition with VAM fungi has been hypothesized as a
•echanism of their inhibition (32,76). There is
little or no direct evidence to support that
hypothesis, however. On the contrary, VAM appear to
•ore than make up for their nutrient needs by
enhancing photosynthesis without limiting the nutrient
íupply to root pathogens.

Morphological Changes
Localized morphological effects nave been shown

to occur in VAM roots. For example, Dehne and
Schonbeck (33) showed increased 1ignification of
tomato and cucumber (Cucumis satvus L.) root cells of
the endodermis in VAM plants, and speculated that such
responses accounted for reduced Fusarium wilt (f.
oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici (Sacc.) Snyder & Hans.)-
Becker (15) showed a similar effect on pink root of
onion (Pyrenochaeta terrestris (Hansen) Goreng, Walker
& Larson). Wick and Moore (83) al so showed increased
wound-barrier formation that inhibited Thielaviopsis
black root rot (Thielaviopsis basicola (Berk. & Br.)
Ferr.) of VAM holly (Ilex crenata Thundb.) plants.
These few examples indícate that VAM may induce
-orphological changes in root tissues. In most other
studies, however, roots were not examined for
anatomical changes, so it retnains unknown just how
extensively such a mechanism may be involved.

Changes in Chemical Constituents of Plant Tissues
Physiological changes also nave been reported to

be involved in localized effects on root pathogens.
Dehne et al. (34) demonstrated increased
concentrations of anti-fungal chitinase in VAM roots,
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and they al so suggested that increased arginine
accumulation in VAM roots suppressed Thielaviopsis
sporulation, a mechanism previously suggested by
Baltruschat and Schonbeck (13). Morandl et al. (58)
found increased concentrations of phytoalexin-like
isoflavonoid compounds in VAM vs. nonVAM soybeans
(Glycine max L.). They postulated that such materials
could account for increased resistance to fungal and
nematode root pathogens, compared to nonVAM plants.
More recently, however, Morris and Ward (59) reported
chemoattraction of pathogen zoospores by isoflavonoids
from soybeans. It would appear that such compounds,
as well as other compounds, could have different
effects on disease incidence and/or severity. Just
what role VAM play in these processes remains unknown,
lacking direct evidence.

Alleviation of Abiotic Stress
Environmental stresses influence the incidence

and severity of biotic plant diseases and cause some
abiotic diseases. VAM increase plant tolerance to
such stresses by various mechanisms. In this context,
VAM can function to biologically reduce plant diseases
by virtue of their capacity to reduce effects of
predisposing stress factors such as nutritional stress
(deficiency or excess), soil drought, and soil
toxicities.

Because of the greater volume of soil explored by
extraradical hyphae of VAM fungi compared to nonVAM
roots, nutrient mineral elements that are relatively
unavailable because they are bound to soil particles
(i.e. P, Cu, and Zn) are absorbed by VAM fungal hyphae
and translocated to the root from beyond the zone of
nutrient depletion around the root. VAM are able to
acquire these and relatively mobile nutrients like
nitrogen (N) from soils where deficiency levéis would
otherwise créate plant nutrient stress. Nutrient
stress may weaken the plant, making it more
susceptible to pathogen ingress, or more sensitive to
other environmental stresses such as cold or heat.
Thus, VAM contribute greatly to the general health of
plants by helping to avoid nutrient stress and
associated disease-predisposing effects.
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Drought stress is another abiotic factor that
:-edisposes plants to attack by some opportunistic
pathogens. Extraradical hyphae of VAM fungi may
iDsorb water under soil drought conditions (39), and
fus help plants to tolérate drought. There is,
-owever, controversy over whether direct absorption of
water from soil is the mechanism whereby VAM help
plants tolérate drought, or whether the increased P
-ptake by VAM is responsible (60). Others suggest
:hat VAM change the physiology of plants in ways that
make them more drought tolerant than nonVAM plants
(4,5,26,27).

VAM plants are less sensitive than nonVAM plants
> soil toxicities resulting from excess salts (40,

I or mineral elements such as heavy metáis (16),
"ere is controversy about the mechanisms involved,

•Tth some work implicating improved P nutrition in
(66), but little evidence exists as to
of heavy metal tolerance. In both
the toxic materials are selectively
somehow altered to prevent toxic

salt tolerance
:ne mechanisms
cases, however,
excluded or are
Ffects on plant growth. As with other stresses, VAM

:"ants are more tolerant to soil toxicities and thus
•aintain a higher level of growth and health than
•onVAM plants, and thus may be less susceptible to
:iseases.

Ricrobial Changes in the Mycorrhizosphere
While any of the above mechanisms, or

combinations thereof, could be involved in VAM
suppression of root diseases, one that should be
considered more carefully is the VAM alteration of
rhizosphere populations of antagonists. Even though
the evidence is clear that microbial shifts do occur
in the mycorrhizosphere (57,74), most studies have not
considered those changes relative to biological
control of diseases, so relatively little data are
available to support such a mechanism.

The concept of the "mycorrhizosphere" implies
that mycorrhizae significantly influence the
•icroflora of the rhizosphere by altering root
physiology and exudation. In addition, extraradical
hyphae of VAM fungi provide a physical or nutritional
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substrate for bacteria. Analysis of rhizosphere soil
of VAM and nonVAM plants in several studies
(2,9,57,74,82) indicated both qualitative and
quantitative changes in the mycorrhizosphere soil of
VAM plants, compared to rhizosphere soil of nonVAM
plants. These microbial shifts were clearly time-
dependent and dynamic, changing as the plants
developed. Meyer and Linderman (57) used selective
media to demónstrate differences in populations of
taxonomic and functional groups of bacteria in the
rhizosphere and rhizoplane of VAM and nonVAM plants.
Similarly, populations of bacteria and actinomycetes
in pot cultures of different VAM fungí were
quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed by Secilia
and Bagyaraj (74). They showed that total populations
of bacteria in the mycorrhizosphere soil of VAM plants
were greater than in the rhizosphere soil of nonVAM
plants. Effects of VAM on other microbial groups,
including nitrogen fixing bacteria, actinomycetes, and
morphological and physiological groups of bacteria
(Gram positive and negative bacteria, spore formers,
urea hydrolyzers, and starch hydrolyzers) varied with
each VAM fungal species. Furthermore, urea
hydrolyzers were present in pot-culture solí of all
the VAM plants, but were absent in soil from the
nonVAM plants. Vancura et al. (82) documented the
selective effects of VAM fungal extraradical hyphae on
bacteria from within the mycorrhizosphere. They did
not, however, evalúate the antagonistic potential of
the microbes associated with the hyphae. These
studies demónstrate that VAM influence the microbial
populations in the mycorrhizosphere soil; many of
those microbial shifts could influence the growth and
health of plants.

VAM fungal symbionts produce extraradical hyphae
that may extend several centimeters out into the soil
and exude organic materials that are substrates for
other soil microbes. These hypha-associated microbes
frequently produce sticky materials that cause soil
particles to adhere, creating small aggregates that
impart structure to soil, allowing for improved
aeration, water percolation, and stability (81).
Forster and Nicolson (35) analyzed the microbial
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• that cause soil
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n9 for improved
stability (81).

zed the microbial*

composition of such aggregates, and identified a range
of fungi, bacteria, actinomycetes and algae, including
cyanobacteria. These microbial associates of VAM
fungi may profoundly affect the further development of
hyphae in soil, and their metabolic products could be
absorbed by the hyphae and translocated to the host.
fhe specific functional composition of these
aggregates, and the metabolic products produced
~"e-'ein, are virtually unknown.

VAM formation alters the selective pressure on
zopulations of soil microorganisms, some of which can
antagonize root pathogens. For example, sporangium
¿"'d zoospore production by the root pathogen
-"ytophthora cinnamomi Rand. was reduced in the
;resence of rhizosphere leachates from VAM plants,
wtíen compared to leachates from nonVAM plants (57).
similarly, more actinomycetes antagonistic to selected
fungal and bacterial pathogens were isolated from VAM
pot culture plants than from nonVAM plants grown under
:he same conditions (74); numbers of antagonists
.aried among pot cultures of different VAM fungal
species.

Other studies have indicated that disease
sjppression by VAM involved changes in
n/corrhizosphere microbial populations. The work of
Carón et al. (19,20,21,22) indicated a reduction in
Fusarium populations in the mycorrhizosphere soil of
::-atoes and a corresponding reduction in
root rot in VAM plants relative to nonVAM plants,
possibly due to increased antagonism in the VAM
irycorrhizosphere. Their studies also showed that
reduced disease incidence was independent of the level
of P nutrition, but dependent on the nature of the
growth substrate. Another study, by Bartschi et al.
(14), indicated protection of host roots against P.
:innamomi root rot when plants were pre-inoculated
with a mixture of VAM pot culture inocula. The
authors concluded that a mixture of VAM fungi was more
effective than single fungi, but effects could also
have been due to buildup of antagonists in the pot
cultures, as demonstrated by Secilia and Bagyaraj
(74).

These results indicate that VAM fungi are
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relatively tolerant of antagonísts that inhibit fungal
pathogens by one or more mechanisms. They further
suggest that VAM fungí, which evolved with plants, are
highly rhizosphere-competent and are compatible with
such antagonists and even function in concert with
them (51). The possibility that antagonistic
rhizosphere bacteria or fungí might inhibit
mycorrhizal fungí and thereby reduce their
effectiveness was tested by Krishna et al. (48), who
observed that the pathogen antagonist Streptomyces
cinnamomeous reduced sporulation and colonization of
G. fasciculatum (Thaxter) Gerd. & Trappe emend. Walker
& Koske on finger millet (Pam'cum 1.) if it was added
two weeks before the VAM fungus. In spite of that
response, however, the combination of the two
organisms resulted in greater plant dry weights than
if either was used alone.

In extensive triáis evaluating interactions
between VAM fungi and many fungal or bacterial
antagonists, Linderman et al. (54) found little or no
adverse effects of bacterial and fungal biocontrol
agents on establishment and function of VAM on onion
(Allium cepa !_.}• Other studies (63,64) showed the
lack of adverse effects or even stimulation of VAM
fungi (17) by biocontrol agents, whether applied as
seed treatments or added to the soil. Earlier, Meyer
and Linderman (56) had shown a positive interaction
between the antagonist and plant growth-promoting
rhizobacterium Pseudomonas putida (Migula) and VAM on
subclover (Tn'folium subterraneum L.). Such
interactions must also occur to varying degrees in the
rhizospheres of plants grown in pathogen-infested
soil, although such evaluations are rarely conducted.

Changes in mycorrhizosphere populations of
antagonists to pathogens seems a likely explanation
for many of the reported effects of VAM on diseases.
Yet, with the exception of those reports mentioned
above, few workers have considered that mechanism.
Selective increases in numbers of antagonists in the
mycorrhizosphere are possible only if the antagonists
are present in the background soil or growth médium.
Thus, if potentially effective antagonists are present
and are increased by VAM, then disease suppression
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;jld be expected. On the other hand, if potential
irtagonists were not present in the soil, then no
effect of VAM might result. Reviews on effects of VAM

• disease (32,72) would indicate that VAM can
increase, decrease, or have no effect on disease.
Such responses could indicate that effects on disease
correspond to VAM increases in mycorrhizosphere
populations of antagonists or deleterious microbes
Aat could enhance disease (80). This hypothesis,
*-jrther complicated by the differential effects of
:rains or species of VAM fungí associating with

;-fferent host genotypes, has not been tested.
•onever, such complex interactions could explain the
iconsistencies between studies using different hosts,

MM fungi, and soils from various parts of the world.

FACTORS INFLUENCING MANAGEMENT OF VAM IN BIOCONTROL

Tining and Extent of VAM Formation
When VAM are reported to suppress root disease,

:rey generally must be established and functioning
r-e-ore invasión by the pathogen. This has been
:evonstrated by Stewart and Pfleger (77) on Pythium
and Rhizoctonia root rot of poinsettia (Euphorbia
z^lcherrhima Willd. ex Klotzsch), by Bartschi et al.
14) on Phytophthora root rot of Lawson cypress
Chamaecyparis lawsoniana (A. Murr.JParl.)> and by

23sendahl (68) with Aphanomyces root rot of pea (Pisum
sativum L.). That this would be the case seems
";gical considering both the faster infection rate of
•ost fungal root pathogens, compared to VAM fungi, and
the time needed for VAM effects on the host physiology
to occur. Furthermore, other reports have indicated
:hat established root infections by various pathogens
can reduce colonization by VAM fungi and therefore the
:atential for positive effects on disease incidence or
severity (1,6,68,84,85). Sometimes, however, root
zathogens and VAM fungi occupy adjacent tissues in
'•oots without apparent effects on each other
(21,32,73).

If early VAM formation is required for root
disease suppression, then what processes are involved?
No one has demonstrated direct interactions between
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VAM fungí and pathogens, so indirect effects on host
morphology and/or physiology or mycorrhizosphere
microbial shifts must be involved. However,
physiological effects could be localized or systemic.
Aphanomyces root rot of peas was only suppressed by
VAM when the two organisms were present on the same
roots (68). A similar response occurred with
Phytophthora root rot of citrus (Citrus sinensis L.)
in a split root study by Davis and Menge (29), leading
them to conclude that the effect was not systemic.
However, Rosendahl (68) showed that oospore production
was reduced on nonVAM pea roots split from VAM roots,
compared to plants with no VAM on either root system.
Similarly, Davis and Menge (29) showed that citrus
roots opposite the split from VAM roots had less
Phytophthora root rot than if split from nonVAM roots.
These two studies suggest that VAM effects could be
both localized and systemic, probably involving two
sepárate mechanisms. The systemic effect could have
been a P effect, while the localized effect was due to
some morphological or physiological change in the root
tissues in the immediate vicinity.

It is itnportant to consider the time or frequency
of observations within a disease cycle in evaluating
effects of VAM on diseases. Most studies have
evaluated the interaction only once, usually at the
end of the experiment. Carón et al. (21) demonstrated
that the interaction of VAM and Fusarium root and
crown rot of tomato was constant throughout a 12-week
experiment, but the percent root necrosis was only
significantly reduced at 3 of the 12 observations.
Had measurements been made at other than those times,
reported effects would have been different.

Inoculum Level of the Pathogen
The potential for biological control to occur in

any production system is directly related to the
inoculum potential of the pathogen. A high pathogen
inoculum density can overwhelm biocontrol agents (11,
23), and this has been shown in VAM studies as well
(47,71). It is difficult to draw conclusions about
the potential for biocontrol to occur unless a range
of pathogen inoculum densities is used.
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CONCLUSIONS

With few exceptions, crop plants have VAM, but
the degree of root colonizatlon by VAM fungí and the
effects of the symbiosis may vary, depending on the
total interaction between host, symbiont, and
environment. In most cases, VAM significantly change
the physiology and chemical constituents of the host,
the pattern of root exudation, and the microbial
composition of mycorrhizosphere soil. These changes
can greatly influence the growth and health of plants,
in part due to the biological suppression of plant
diseases. Disease suppression may be the result of
reduction of environmental stresses that may limit
plant growth and predispose the plants to infection by
opportunistic pathogens. More important, however, are
the specific morphological and physiological changes
that directly or indirectly result in reduced
íncidence and/or severity of plant
plants compared to nonVAM plants.
differed in design, the VAM fungal
pathogen types and inoculum levéis,
growth system used. This variation

diseases in VAM
Experiments have
symbiont used,
and the plant
prevents easy

conclusions about the predictability of VAM effects on
plant diseases. Where disease reduction is reported,
one or more mechanisms can be involved, although the
tendency is to implicate only one. Because VAM
effects on plant nutrition, especially P uptake, are
often so striking, many reports implicate improved P
nutrition as a mechanism of disease control. Enough
reports on VAM suppression of disease where P effects
were excluded are now available to suggest the
involvement of other mechanisms. Generally, most
studies have not investigated other mechanisms such as
morphological changes, changes in disease-suppressing
chemical constituents in plant tissues, and changes in
rhizosphere populations of antagonistic microbes
induced by VAM formation. The mechanisms involved
probably are múltiple, and will depend on the
conditions of the test. The major effect of VAM may
be improved nutrition, but secondary effects induced
thereafter may contribute significantly to observed
effects on disease. Mycorrhizosphere changes in

ilations of antagonists to s
on having those antagoni

, . :^ound soil. If antagonist
ételeterious microbes are presen
tutf>ers and enhanced by VAM, th
severity can be increased. In
:.;:jlations to result in bioloc
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TT=nagement strategy could result in stable biological
::ntrol of diseases and improve overall plant health.
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